


GANA KIRITHARAN’S INTELLECTUAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
IN SRI LANKA.

Gana Kiritharan born and grown up in Sri Lankan and lived in that country until 1996. 
During his schooling period, from his 5th Grade scholarship exam to 12th year University 
entrance exams he always showed his talents and capacity. He was selected for Medical 
Studies in a very competitive exam and continued his studies under civil war conditions.  

After 1983 communal violence, when Sri Lankan Community got divided across 
ethnic line into Tamil and Sinhala, Gana Kiritharan mainly stayed with Tamil community 
because he is ethnically a Tamil, his home situated in Tamil community area and his 
Medical School also located in Tamil Community area. After Gana Kiritharan’s selection 
medical school was confirmed, from 1986 he made lots of contributions for Sri Lankan 
Tamil community. He worked with several non-governmental institutions and mainly 
made medical contributions to war injuries, refugees and general public. Also he made 
critical analysis about civil administration and economy, which may helped to build the 
civil infrastructure of Tamil Community. Gana Kiritharan was never military trained, 
never carried a gun and never killed or injured any body. 

Gana Kiritharan, when leaving Sri Lankan in 1996 expected financial help from his 
family members living abroad for his studies and future. But when he failed to receive 
enough support he send several letters asking financial support from his friends in Sri 
Lanka but failed to receive any reply. The money got concealed in TD Canada Trust 
may be the money sent by Sri Lankan Tamil community members or Diaspora 
Tamil community for Gana Kiritharan’s studies and personal life. When Gana 
Kiritharan asked for a public recognition for his contributions for the Tamil Community, 
his friends may take an exceptional step. The first Tamil film shot in Tamil home land 
“Aanivaer (Taproot or Phoenix)” may be based on events happened in Gana Kiritharan’s 
personal and public life and an informal recognition for Gana Kiritharan. 
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Gana Kiritharan get informed by Mr. John Mahendran 
(Auther and Director of the Movie Aanivaer) that his 
beleive about the Movie is not True. For Details 
Information Please Refer Affidavit of Document 12 Civil.



GANA KIRITHARAN’S INTELLECTUAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
IN INDIA.

In 1996, Gana Kiritharan’s Medical Studies was disturbed and he was displaced from his 
home due to a major military operation in Tamil areas of Sri Lanka. After working with 
Non Governmental Institutions for few months he moved to India as a refugee. When 
moving to India though Gana Kiritharan planned to stay for few months, because of 
immigrations delays he stayed there for 2years (1997 & 1998). When going to India he 
did not have the introduction of anybody in that country. But during the two years stay he 
developed several friends at professional level and personal level. Also Gana Kiritharan 
was able to fulfill his Educational ambitions in India.  There he Studied M. A. Sociology 
and Computer Applications. 

Gana Kiritharan wrote his first book after coming to Canada. But when he failed to 
find a publisher or market in North America, he searched and found a publisher in India. 
Now Gana Kiritharan’s book runs 4th success year of sales. But he is facing problems 
regarding books sales figures and royalty being paid. The details of the major 
interferences as follows: 

1. Gana Kiritharan’s publisher has so far printed four prints of his book. They were 
reporting that they printed 500 copies in each print. This figure is questionable as 
publishers usually print 3000 copies or more in each print and if you ordered for 500 
copies you will receive either few copies more or few copies below that figure. Very 
rarely you will receive exact number of the copies. 

2. According to Gana Kiritharan’s publishers Gana Kiritharan’s book first came to 
market in April 2003 and they are only printing and distributing in one cover price 
that is 250.00 Indian Rupees (5 – 6 US Dollars). But according to information 
gathered from Internet, Gana Kiritharan book is being distributed from United 
Kingdom with slightly altered author’s name that is G. Kiruthanan and a different 
publisher name (Sangam Books Ltd). This book bears the same ISBN (81-7476-421-
6) of that book being published by his India publishers. This books official publishing 
date 15th November 2003 and being soled for 30 US Dollars or above.

3. Also in India, New Delhi Gana Kiritharan’s book is being distributed with different 
ISBN (1-894727-01-0). This ISBN was used by Gana Kiritharan to self-publish same 
book in 2001. In one point it was possible to buy this book from 5 different 
distributors on Internet. 

Money got concealed in TD Canada Trust may the money received from these 
irregularities. 
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Books with altered Author Name 
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GANA KIRITHARAN’S INTELLECTUAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
IN CANADA.

Gana Kiritharan came to Canada as a Group Sponsored Refugee in February1999. First 
major problem he experienced here may be the failure to recognize his foreign degree and 
foreign experience by Canadian institutions. As a result Gana Kiritharan forced to accept 
works do not correspond to his professional education or experience. Despite this he 
made intellectual contributions for the institutions he worked and for Canadian society as 
a whole.

One of the documented contributions may be his innovative contribution for the 
improvement of the quality of production at the first job he did in Ottawa. When Gana 
Kiritharan came to Canada the first job he got was Assembler position in JDS Uniphase 
Inc, Ottawa, Canada. From March 1999 till October 1999 he worked there through Olsten 
Staffing Employment Agency. Then from October 1999 till February 2000 he worked as 
a permanent employee with the Company. When working there Gana Kiritharan 
identified improved production process and trained coworkers in this production process 
which helped to improve the quality of the department from around 85% to around 95%. 
The management failed to appreciate Gana Kiritharan’s contribution, they also failed to 
respect a job promotion request Gana Kiritharan made. When the fail to respect a request 
to change shift from night to afternoon Gana Kiritharan quitted that job and find other 
jobs. Despite this experience Gana Kiritharan continued to do the jobs he assigned with 
maximum possible responsibility and made innovative contributions whenever possible. 

In addition between November 2002 and October 2003 Gana Kiritharan realized 
conversation between him and his friends who were teachers or students at Ottawa, 
Carlton Universities was being recorded by a group of people with the Idea of benefiting 
from Gana Kiritharan’s intellectual works. The money got concealed in TD Canada 
Trust may the payment for these contributions Gana Kiritharan made for Canadian 
institutions and society. 
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Training
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After Training
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After Training
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Following intellectual works (Political and Economic Theories) are created 
by Gana Kiritharan during his education, research and reading of past 
several years. During discussion with various people in Canada Gana 
Kiritharan discussed these concepts. A group of people may have recorded 
and benefited from these works. They may have decided an unfavorable 
price for the usage and deposited the money into TD Canada Trust. 

1. War Against Al-Qaeda and Fate of North American Economy. 

Location :  Mohammad Hashemi’s personal residence.  

Date         : October – November 2001. 

Between   : Gana Kiritharan and Mohammad Hashemi. 

Detail   : During a personal conversation between Gana Kiritharan and 
Mohammad Hashemi, Gana Kiritharan told that capturing or killing 
Bin Laden or defeating Al-Qaeda not going to be easy. Also Gana 
Kiritharan told that no body can make any positive prediction about 
North American Economy until April 2002.  

Remarks  : These two opinion proved to be true around April 2002 this may 
resulted in recording Gana Kiritharan’s conversation with the idea of 
benefiting from his work. 

2. Post 9/11 Panic and Paranoid Activity. 

Location :  Mohammad Hashemi’s personal residence.  

Date         : November – December 2002. 

Between   : Gana Kiritharan and Mohammad Hashemi. 

Detail   : During a personal conversation between Gana Kiritharan and 
Mohammad Hashemi, Gana Kiritharan told that unnecessary panic and 
paranoid activity seriously hearting North American Economy. On 
calculating these Bin Laden proved he is a grate guy.

Remarks  : When Gana Kiritharan said this Mr. Mohammad Hashemi with some 
uneasiness run into his kitchen. This led to a suspicion that Gana 
Kiritharan’s conversations were being recorded. 
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3. Improved Keyne’s theory. 

Location :  Mohammad Hashemi’s personal residence.  

Date         : November – December  2002. 

Between   : Gana Kiritharan and Mohammad Hashemi. 

Detail   : During a personal conversation between Gana Kiritharan and 
Mohammad Hashemi, Mr. Mohammad Hashemi repeatedly started to 
ask what the secret of Human civilization is. Gana Kiritharan told that 
according to Keyne’s “The future is uncertain; in such a world money 
offers psychological security against uncertainty”.  Gana Kiritharan 
told that, remove the word money. Money is one form of human 
relation. The other forms are law, religion and informed 
communication. So if you bring certainty for the future by any means, 
it will bring better economic future for the society. 

Remarks  : After this incident Gana Kiritharan observed and experienced two 
incidents.

First, Gana Kiritharan observed in media that there is an argument 
that war in Iraq will help to increasing the certainty for the future. This 
interpretation is wrong. War will not help to increase the certainty for 
the future; especially when there is a peaceful way to solve the 
problem.  

Second, Gana Kiritharan experienced increased psychological 
harassment. Fire alarm went off twice in his apartment without any 
actual fire. 

When Gana Kiritharan was telling above intellectual work Gana 
Kiritharan had a suspension that the conversations between him and 
Mohammad Hashemi being recorded. After this incident it becomes 
confirmed to him.   

4. Fate of Iraq War. 

Location :  Telephone Conversation between Gana Kiritharan (Apex Transport – 
Ottawa) and Massoud Khazabi (Telesat Canada – Ottawa).  

Date         : February – April 2003. 

Between   : Gana Kiritharan and Massoud Khazabi. 

Detail      : During a personal telephone conversation between Gana Kiritharan 
and Massoud Khazabi, Massoud Khazabi asked Gana Kiritharan’s 
comments how Iraq war going to be; whether it would became a 
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Vietnam War. With the full knowledge Massoud Khazabi was asking 
on the behalf of a group and the conversation was being recorded Gana 
Kiritharan told him “Vietnam war was a conflict between socialism 
and capitalism and was fought in the Jungles. Iraq war was going to be 
fight in deserts and going to be between religions. So Gana Kiritharan 
said that better comparison may be Israel’s experience in Lebanon. 
While most of the politicians and social scientist were comparing Iraq 
– war to Kuwait war, Gana Kiritharan made this comment with highest 
amount of confidence. Massoud Khazabi tried to ask Gana Kiritharan, 
why it cannot be like that, why it cannot be like this. Gana Kiritharan 
stood with his word. 

During the War 

When America failed to advance rapidly and Saudi Arabia came 
forward for negotiation:  
Gana Kiritharan told Massoud Khazabi “America can win the war by 
using it fire power, but Saddam has already won the war politically”. 
When American troops fired on peaceful demonstrators:  
Gana Kiritharan told to Massoud Khazabi “America going to be 
defeated. Iraq war going to bring economic disaster for America.” 
When Mohammad Hashemi visited Gana Kiritharan’s apartment:
Gana Kiritharan said “Iraq war not going to be a solution for 
America’s economic problems, but actually another problem which 
need to be solved before going to other problems.” Gana Kiritharan 
also explained why comparing Iraq war to Kuwait war was wrong. 

Remarks  : Immediately after the war Gana Kiritharan experienced some 
harassment, including possible unauthorized treatment for 
Schizophrenia. But when it becomes evident that Iraq war is a mistake 
Gana Kiritharan experienced some indirect VIP treatment in Canadian 
society.

5. Uncertainty of North America. 

Location :  Telephone Conversation between Gana Kiritharan (Apex Transport – 
Ottawa) and Massoud Khazabi (Telesat Canada – Ottawa).  

Date         : May – June 2003. 

Between   : Gana Kiritharan and Massoud Khazabi. 

Detail      : During a personal telephone conversation between Gana Kiritharan 
and Massoud Khazabi, Gana Kiritharan told that uncertainty for North 
America coming through 3 reasons. 
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1. Its Democratic System. 
2. Its Financial Management System of Corporation. 
3. Other Social Problems like violence, racism etc. 

But Gorge W. Bush tries to fill the gap with war. But, when he 
failed, the gap going to be wider and difficult to fill. 

6. Modern Slavery. 

Location :  Telephone Conversation between Gana Kiritharan (Apex Transport – 
Ottawa) and Massoud Khazabi (Telesat Canada – Ottawa).  

Date         : May – September 2003. 

Between   : Gana Kiritharan and Massoud Khazabi. 

Detail      : During a personal telephone conversation between Gana Kiritharan 
and Massoud Khazabi, Gana Kiritharan told that Slavery is not mean 
that you are chained and forced to do some work. It means you forced 
to do some work under any kind of pressure. Gana Kiritharan 
explained how UN Human Right Body explains that child prostitution 
in South East Asian countries may be a worst kind on slavery in man 
kind. He also explained how “Theva Thasy” system of South India 
makes woman into a slave on the name of God. Gana Kiritharan also 
said that when he was in India, though there were lots of 
administrative regulations he was able to make some vacation trip ones 
in a while. But after coming to Canada though there was no 
administrative barriers it became impossible for Gana Kiritharan to 
make any vacation trip because of his financial inability.

Remarks   : The Group which was recording Gana Kiritharan intellectual work 
may get a feeling that Gana Kiritharan was blaming them for slavery. 
They may decide to open an account in the name of Gana Kiritharan 
and stated to deposit some money for the intellectual work they were 
benefiting.

7. Price Difference between Canada and China. 

Location   :  Toronto – Synthane.taylor, Markham.

Date         : 2006 - 2007. 

Between   : Gana Kiritharan and Armando. 
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Detail     : When Gana Kiritharan was working in company called Synthane.taylor 
his coworker Mr. Armando indirectly asked him why there is a big 
price difference between Canada and China. Gana Kiritharan 
explained how waste in production result in increase of price of 
product. Like any waste in society also result in increase of price. Then 
Gana Kiritharan explained how America expensive democratic system 
and unnecessary involvement in Middle East and other international 
problems causing unnecessary social waste. These waste may be in 
one of the important cause of increased price of commodity and 
services.

Remarks   :  This may an evident that continued activity of the group. 
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Copyright of Idea and Theory. 

Copyright laws including Canadian copyright law explicitly says “Ideas” do not have 
copyright. But Gana Kiritharan claims his intellectual works are more organized form of 
concepts and they are political and economic “Theories”. These Political and Economic 
Theories are created by Gana Kiritharan during his education, research and reading of 
past several years. These theories can be expanded into books and Gana Kiritharan 
planning to write books based on these theories. If Gana Kiritharan fails to be confirmed 
to be the owner of these Theories it will seriously affect his writing career.  

Merriam – Webster dictionary explain these words as follows. 
Idea:  A formulated thought or opinion.  
Theory:   The analysis of set of facts in their relation to one another. 

Let us explain this difference with a simple example. 

Two girls A and B were preparing for a short story competition. Just before competition 
to start Girl B asked Girl A “What you are planning to write?” Girl A replied “I have a 
Idea of Elephants in the Moon”. Then the Girl B said “What a surprise I also have same 
Idea.” Then the competition goes on and Girl B wins the first price, but Girl A was 
disqualified. Here Girl A can not claim that she only said first she has the Idea so she 
should be the winner. 

Let explain Gana Kiritharan’s situation with same words. 

Gana Kiritharan is very interested in Physics and Astronomy and was studying, 
researching and reading a lot in these subject matters. His favorite subject matters “Lives 
in the Moon.” A group of people know about Gana Kiritharan’s research like to know 
about his findings. They ask Gana Kiritharan’s friend Mr. Mohammad Hashemi and Mr. 
Massoud Khazabi to talk about his researches and try to find out what Gana Kiritharan 
has invented. They promise to pay some money for Gana Kiritharan for his work. On the 
group request Mr. Mohammad Hashemi and Mr. Massoud Khazabi talk to Gana 
Kiritharan about his research and ask what his findings are. Gana Kiritharan said that 
from his research he found out there are Elephants in the Moon. 

As promised the Group deposited a small amount of money in TD Canada Trust in 
Gana Kiritharan’s name, but conceal this money from Gana Kiritharan’s attention and he 
failed to receive any benefit from the money.  

Then the group sends some rockets to moon and found out there were Elephants in 
the moon as Gana Kiritharan said. They bring these Elephants to earth and saving billions 
of dollars. 

The Questions are whether Gana Kiritharan has the right to claim to be the person 
who said that there were elephants in the moon and a fair share from the billions of 
dollars being saved. 
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